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Hear international case studies from 16 leading companies and institutes:

- PSA Peugeot Citroen, France
- McLaren Automotive Ltd., UK
- Automobili Lamborghini, Italy
- Victrex plc, UK
- Jacob Plastics GmbH, Germany
- University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy
- Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland
- Ford-Werke GmbH, Germany
- Institute for Carbon Composites, Technische Universität München, Germany
- EADS Innovation Works, Germany
- Fraunhofer Institute for Structural Durability and System Reliability LBF, Germany
- SABIC Innovative Plastics, The Netherlands
- Faurecia Innenraum Systeme GmbH, Germany
- Lotus Engineering, UK
- Advanced Composites Group, UK
- SGL Group, Germany

- Discover which smart new composite materials are used in automotive applications for maximum efficient vehicle design
- Hear innovative case studies from major automotive OEMs and find out how to deal with key inhibitors for composite integration such as crashworthiness or damage recognition and repair
- Assess the industry’s supply chain management and innovative processing technologies to save cost and time

Conference chair:
Prof. Klaus Drechsler, Head of the Institute for Carbon Composites, Technische Universität München, Germany

With innovative case studies from:

Dr. Nicolò Pasini, Composites Engineering Responsible, Advanced Composite Research Center, Automobili Lamborghini, Italy
Dr. Uwe Kobs, VP Business Development & Engineered Solutions, BU Carbon Fibers & Composite Materials, SGL Group, Germany
Paul Sills, Executive Engineer, Materials & Manufacturing Engineering, Lotus Engineering, UK

Interactive Workshop Day | Monday, 15th November 2010

A | Technological requirements for a series production of automotive composites
B | Strategic and economical challenges for a large scale use of composites in the automotive industry
C | Site Visit Institute of Aircraft Design Stuttgart
D | Site Visit Audi production site Neckarsulm
Dear colleague,

As you all know, the automotive industry is currently experiencing a profound transition toward a new generation of vehicles. The shift towards improved fuel economy and electromobility pushes the development of lightweight composite materials.

However, there is still a considerable number of application challenges that needs to be solved. Also, as yet supply chain management and processing technologies need to be improved considerably before the automotive industry can be supplied with sufficient high-quality, affordable materials for large scale production.

To help drive this essential evolution forward, IQPC is organising an international conference on AUTOMOTIVE COMPOSITES

Innovative composites in new vehicle architectures
Supply chain management and processing technologies

Experts from international companies such as PSA Peugeot Citroën, McLaren Automotive Ltd., Automobili Lamborghini, Ferrari S.p.a., Advanced Composites Group, SGL Group and many more will be present to provide you with cutting-edge case studies.

- New material developments: Learn about new smart composite materials to assess their benefit for fuel efficient driving and future vehicles
- Integration difficulties: Hear about existing solutions to implementation problems such as crashworthiness, damage recognition, repair and recycling to pave the way to an all composite vehicle structure
- Composite processing: Gain insight into the automotive industry’s supply chain management and new processing technologies to speed up cycle times and capitalize on cost saving potential

Save the date and book now! I am looking forward to meeting you personally in Stuttgart from November 15th-17th.

Best regards

Friederike Kohl
Automotive IQ Team

Who will you meet?

International OEMs, composite manufacturers, and suppliers

Global heads, product development directors, senior engineers and project managers of the following departments:

- Lightweight construction
- Materials
- Composite Manufacturing
- Future technologies and innovations

Register today
to hear how major OEMs and composites manufacturers go about constructing innovative vehicles with an optimised strength to weight ratio!

Sponsorship

We have a variety of packages available to suit your requirements. For all Sponsorship and Exhibition opportunities call David Jackson:
+49 (0) 30 20 91 32 75 or email david.jackson@iqpc.de

Exclusive Media Partners

JEC supports the development of composite materials by fostering knowledge transfer and exchanges between suppliers and users. The JEC network connects more than 250,000 professionals worldwide from 96 different countries. For Connecting Science, Technology and Business, JEC has created and developed a wide range of products for the composite industry and user sectors such as aeronautics, automotive, marine, railway, construction, energy, sports and leisure... with six main lines of activity: Information, Strategic benchmark & studies, Training & conferences, Innovation programs, Publications and Trade shows: JEC Composites Show in Paris, JEC Show Asia in Singapore. www.jeccomposites.com

JEC Composites Magazine is the international forum for end-users and manufacturers of the composites industry. It presents a comprehensive view and a strategic analysis of the Composites Industry trends, business, products and innovations all year long (8 issues/year). Its rich content covers the whole spectrum of the industry’s value chain, from raw material producers to end-users. With its truly international BPA Certified Circulation (more than 30,000 copies and a 49% progression over the last 2 years) JEC Composites Magazine is unquestionably the reference in the composites Industry. www.jeccomposites.com

Media Partners

Automotive Intelligence is an online magazine designed for Automotive Professionals and Car Enthusiasts. Launched in 1998 Automotive Intelligence provides weekly news, car reports and auto show coverage. With its always actual content Automotive Intelligence attracts the global automotive scene. Recently Automotive Intelligence teamed up with Chinese Gazgoo.com. The partnership with Gazgoo.com provides the Automotive Intelligence audience with insides directly from the Chinese automotive market. www.autointell.com

GAK Gummi Fasern Kunststoffe is a monthly magazine. Focus rubber, fibres, plastics materials. Technical orientated information + scientific papers about raw materials, machinery, applications, measuring and controlling, organisation + quality assurance. www.gak.de

SupplierBusiness is a business research company focused on automotive supply base issues. We provide the most comprehensive coverage of the global automotive supplier community, adding between twenty and thirty original stories to our archives on developments every week. All editorial coverage is originally researched by SupplierBusiness, and most appears exclusively in SupplierBusiness’ weekly Insight or monthly Analysis newsletters, both of which are published both on this website and in PDF format. In addition to these subscription products, we also publish and compile reports and databases on the global automotive supply base. www.supplierbusiness.com
Interactive Workshop Day I Monday, 15th November 2010

Workshop A
09:00-12:00

Technological requirements for a series production of automotive composites

Are composite materials a niche technology, or can they one day really be an enabling technology for all future vehicle forms? In this workshop, review the repercussions of new mobility forms on the future demand for composite materials. Assess advances in composite technology and impediments for a comprehensive integration and discuss whether, technological questions aside, it will even be possible to produce enough composites in the future to meet the demand of series production. Aspects to be discussed include:
- Development of composites demand
- Possibilities for cost reduction in composites manufacturing
- Advances in automation in composites processing

Workshop B
09:00-12:00

Strategic and economical challenges for a large scale use of composites in the automotive industry

Composites are at the same time a major challenge and opportunity for the automotive industry. In this workshop, assess which inhibitors are responsible for their not being implemented on a larger scale – specifically not just by looking at the performance advantages and technical difficulties of composite applications but from a broader perspective: What are really the major obstacles to be addressed in a company for the implementation of new technologies within an industry as mature and demanding as the automotive business? We'd like to join representatives from R&D, engineering and procurement in a cross-disciplinary discussion forum to debate this issue. Aspects that will be emphasized include:
- Typical limitations for profound technology shifts
- Decision criteria and allocation of decision making power
- Strategic and economical parameters such as investment and competence access

Site Visit C
13:00-17:00

Site Visit Institute of Aircraft Design Stuttgart

The University of Stuttgart’s Institute of Aircraft Design has numerous research projects in the aircraft, wind energy and automotive industry. On the basis of known textile techniques, the IFB researches innovative processing technologies for composite materials. Visit the research site for an insight into their projects regarding light construction, composites processing and automation.

The site visit includes:
- Transfer to the Institute in Stuttgart Vaihingen
- A visit of the institutes facilities
- Transfer back to the conference hotel

Site Visit D
13:00-17:30

Site Visit Audi production site Neckarsulm

Visit the Audi production site in Neckarsulm for an interesting example of light weight vehicle manufacturing. See where the A8 is manufactured and find out valuable background information for example on environment management and chassis construction with Audi Space Frame Technology (ASF).

The site visit includes:
- Transfer to the Audi production site in Neckarsulm
- A guided tour through the A8 production site
- Transfer back to the conference hotel
New smart composite materials for use in vehicle construction

09:30  Registration & coffee
09:55  Chairman’s welcome and opening address
       Prof. Klaus Drechsler, Head of the Institute of Carbon Composites, Technische Universität München, Germany
10:00  New composite technologies for automotive applications
       • Material development – Carbon fibres and matrix systems
       • Structural design concepts
       • Process technology
       • Automation, for example textile preforming and robot fibre placement
       • Simulation chain

       Prof. Klaus Drechsler, Head of the Institute of Carbon Composites, Technische Universität München, Germany

10:40  Ford’s Product Sustainability Index and material aspects
       • Development of carbon footprint of cars and their materials
       • Natural fibres in automotive applications
       • Need for balanced life cycle perspective
       • Material aspects in the Product Sustainability Index
       • Ford’s Product Sustainability Index

       Dr. Wulf-Peter Schmidt, Manager Sustainability, Vehicle Environmental Engineering, Ford-Werke GmbH, Germany

11:50  Innovative green material concepts for automotive interior applications
       • Light weight design – drivers & motivation
       • Competitive advantages based on weight, fuel consumption and cost
       • WFC/NFC material concepts & process technologies
       • New challenges in automotive interior applications

       Jochen Reichhold, Manager Innovation, Material and Process, Faurecia Innenraum Systeme GmbH, Germany

12:30  Potential new venue for long fibre and other compounds in the automotive industry
       • Material trends in automotive
       • Long fibre offerings
       • Other smart material offerings like thermal regulating materials
       • Additional features in combination with structural composites
       • Design considerations

       Hein Kormelink, Technology Manager LNP Europe & PP Automotive Material Development, Technology & Innovation Engineering Thermoplastics, SABIC Innovative Plastics, The Netherlands

13:10  Networking luncheon
14:40  Thermoplastic composites – next generation automotive materials?
       • Thermoplastic composites vs thermoset composites vs metals
       • Materials and properties
       • Production costs – materials and infrastructure
       • Production rates

       Alan Wood, Applied Technology, Principal Scientist, Victrex plc, UK

15:20  Advanced composite structures in lightweight automotive applications

       Learn about PSA’s approach to composite integration in lightweight vehicle designs

       Stephane Delalande, Innovations Manager, PSA Peugeot Citroen, France

16:00  Refreshment break and networking
16:30  Lightweighting solutions with composite materials for the body structure of high performance cars
       • Introduction: Challenges for composite materials on GT cars applications
       • Material research: Database and experimental testing on thermoset and thermoplastic composite materials
       • Process research: Processing techniques for automotive applications
       • Test cases: linear and crash behaviour for body structure and side outer applications

       Pasquale Scali, Researcher at Ferrari S.p.A., Body Structure Design – Innovation – MilleChili Lab, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy

17:10  Carbon fibre and composites strategy at Automobili Lamborghini
       • Why use carbon fibres?
       • Cost of carbon fibres
       • CFRP core competences
       • Case study: 2009 Murcielago LP 670 SV
       • CFRP future strategy

       Dr. Nicolò Pasini, Composites Engineering Responsible, Advanced Composite Research Center, Automobili Lamborghini, Italy

17:50  The MP4-12C’s chassis – performance benefits from carbon fibre
       • Formula 1-inspired engineering: The MP4-12C’s one-piece carbon fibre chassis
       • Properties of the Carbon MonoCell:
       • Optimal rigidity to improve handling gains
       • Minimal weight – maximal strength
       • Safety gains through unique crash behavior

       Claudio Santoni, Body Structures Function Manager, McLaren Automotive Ltd., UK

18:30  Closing remarks of the Chairman and end of conference day one
8:30 Registration & coffee

9:00 Chairman’s welcome,
Prof. Klaus Drechsler, Head of Institute for Carbon Composites, Technische Universität München, Germany

Learning from the aircraft industry

9:05 Cross industry approach: Learning from the aircraft industry
• Slow and steady growth of composite materials in aerospace
• Transitioning from niche to standard material
• Tackling the devil in the details
• Dealing with the in-service lifecycle

Dr. Matthew Beaumont, Head of Operations, Innovation Works – Composite Technologies, EADS Innovation Works, Germany

13:45 New processes for large scale automotive production of composite applications
• Classical processes for thermoplastic composites: a comparison
• Integration and combination of processes to achieve cost savings and shorter cycle times
• Goal: Near-net-shape part with combination of master forming processes to short process chains
• Functional integration by complex processes
• Development of high-energy absorbing parts for crash applications

Dr.-Ing. Marcus Schuck, Director R&D, Mechanical Engineering / Plastics, Jacob Plastics GmbH, Germany

14:25 Refreshment break and networking

14:55 Lotus’ Exige Cup 260 sports car: Carbon fibre use and processing
• The material of choice: Why composites, why carbon fibre?
• The use of carbon fibres for light weight construction and structural integrity
• Carbon fibre as a styling feature
• Composite moulding: Out-of-autoclave materials & processes

Paul Sills, Executive Engineer, Materials & Manufacturing Engineering, Lotus Engineering, UK

Supply chain management and processing technologies

9:45 Opportunities for Carbon Fibre Reinforced Composites in the automotive industry – market outlook & intelligent company partnerships
• Overview of global market for carbon fibres
• Challenges specific for the automotive industry
• Market structure for CFRP composites for the automotive industry
• Opportunities for intelligent partnerships along the value chain

Dr. Uwe Kobs, VP Business Development & Engineered Solutions, BU Carbon Fibers & Composite Materials, SGL Group, Germany

15:35 Composites analysis & testing
• Composite fatigue and fracture behaviour
• Design philosophy: Damage tolerance and SHM
• Testing and evaluation of composite structures
• Electro mobility – application for composites

Prof. Dr. Ing. Andreas Büter, Head Lightweight Structures, Fraunhofer Institute for Structural Durability and System Reliability LBF, Germany

11:35 Working towards volume production using prepregs
• Viable material and process choices
• Process design for effective automation
• Latest material developments

Mike Millward, Automotive Market Specialist, Advanced Composites Group Ltd., UK

16:15 Closing remarks of the Chairman and end of conference day two

What’s in your download center?

The purpose of the download center is to provide you with relevant content to enhance your knowledge of current trends and industry news. All content is 100% complimentary, easy to download, and current.

Featuring live podcast interviews which you can stream on your computer or portable device, up-to-date news from local and international sources, industry whitepapers, and other relevant content – the download center is your online portal to expand your knowledge and add value to your business.

We encourage your feedback and participation, for all comments or enquiries please contact Mark Reichmann or Hannah Schädler on +49 (0)30 20 91 32 74 or eq@iqpc.de.

Get free white papers, articles and much more! www.composite-materials-congress.de/MM
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YOUR DETAILS: PLEASE CONTACT OUR DATABASE MANAGER (VERTEILENR@IQPC.DE) AND INFORM THEM OF ANY INCORRECT DETAILS WHICH WILL BE AMENDED ACCORDINGLY

Congress Packages Standard Price
- Platinum Package 2 day congress plus 2 workshops € 2.899,– + VAT
- Gold Package 2 day congress plus 1 workshop € 2.599,– + VAT
- Bronze Package 2 day congress € 2.199,– + VAT
- Workshop Day € 1.399,– + VAT

Please indicate choice of workshop on Monday, 15th November 2010
A) Technological requirements for a series production of automotive composites
B) Strategic and economical challenges for a large scale use of composites in the automotive industry
C) Site Visit Institute of Aircraft Design Stuttgart
D) Site Visit Audi production site Neckarsulm

Only one discount applicable per person. The VAT of 19% is not included in the prices above.

CAN’T MAKE IT TO THE CONGRESS? PURCHASE THE 2-DAY CONGRESS DOCUMENTATION FOR € 595,– + VAT

Delegate Details
Please fill out in Capitals!

DELEGATE

Family Name  First Name
Position
Telephone
Organisation
Address
Postcode/Town

Approving Manager:
Signature
I agree to IQPC Gesellschaft für Management Konferenzen mbH payment terms.

Yes, I would like to receive information about products and services via email.

Team Discounts
We are offering attractive Team Discounts, please contact us!

Payment Methods
PAY BY BANK TRANSFER QUOTING REFERENCE DE19280.001: IQPC Gesellschaft für Management Konferenzen mbH, HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt AG, BLZ 300 308 80, Konto-Nr. 430076019 IBAN: DE32 30030880 0430076019, SWIFT/BIC: TUBDBDEDD

BY CREDIT CARD: Please debit my credit card

Card No Expiry date CVV Code

Cardholder’s name
Signature
Card billing address (if different from Company address)

BY CHEQUE: Made payable to IQPC Gesellschaft für Management Konferenzen mbH

CANCELLATIONS AND SUBSTITUTIONS
DELEGATES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED AT ANY TIME. IQPC GESellschaft für MANAGEMENT KONFERENZEN MBH DOES NOT PROVIDE REFUNDS FOR CANCELLATIONS. HOWEVER, SAVE/WHERE WRITTEN NOTICE OF CANCELLATION IS RECEIVED MORE THAN 7 (7) DAYS PRIOR TO THE CONGRESS, A CREDIT TO THE VALUE PAID AT THAT DATE WILL BE ISSUED, WHICH MAY BE USED AGAINST ANOTHER IQPC GMBH CONGRESS, FOR UP TO ONE YEAR FROM ITS DATE OF ISSUE. FOR CANCELLATIONS RECEIVED SEVEN (7) DAYS OR LESS PRIOR TO AN EVENT (INCLUDING DAY SEVEN), NO CREDIT WILL BE ISSUED. IN THE EVENT THAT IQPC GMBH CANCELS AN EVENT, PAYMENTS RECEIVED AT THE CANCELLATION DATE WILL BE CREDITED TOWARDS ATTENDANCE AT A FUTURE IQPC GMBH CONGRESS OR, IN THE EVENT OF A POSTPONEMENT BY IQPC GMBH, A RESCHEDULED DATE. IF THE DELEGATE IS UNABLE TO ATTEND THE RESCHEDULED EVENT, THE DELEGATE WILL RECEIVE A CREDIT IN LIEU OF PAYMENTS MADE TOWARDS A FUTURE IQPC GMBH EVENT, VALID FOR ONE YEAR FROM THE DATE OF ISSUE. IQPC GMBH IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE AS A RESULT OF A SUBSTITUTION, ALTERATION, POSTPONEMENT OR CANCELLATION OF AN EVENT DUE TO CAUSES BEYOND ITS CONTROL INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, NATURAL DISASTERS, SABOTAGE, ACCIDENT, TRADE OR INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES OR HOSTILITIES.

YOURS DUELS
PLEASE CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER (TEL: +49 (0)30 2091330 OR VERTEILENR@IQPC.DE) AND INFORM THEM OF ANY INCORRECT DETAILS WHICH WILL BE AMENDED ACCORDINGLY OR IF YOU PREFER NOT TO GET INFORMATION PER FAX, EMAIL OR PHONE. NO MORE.

SPEAKER CHANGES
INCREDIBLY IT IS NECESSARY FOR REASONS BEYOND OUR CONTROL TO ALTER THE CONTENTS AND TIMING OF THE PROGRAMME OR THE IDENTITY OF THE SPEAKERS.

DATA PROTECTION
PERSONAL DATA IS GATHERED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998. YOUR DETAILS MAY BE PASSED TO OTHER COMPANIES WHO WISH TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU OFFERS RELATED TO YOUR BUSINESS ACTIVITIES. IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE THESE OFFERS, PLEASE TIE THE BOX BELOW.

© IQPC Gesellschaft für Management Konferenzen mbH